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Major methods for ISDS

• The expansion of IIAs and the increase of ISA cases in the
past decades (esp. since 1990s)

• The major methods for ISDS

Local remedies (administrative, litigation etc.)

Negotiation

Mediation / conciliation

Investor-state Arbitration

Diplomatic protection

State-state arbitration

• The ICSID Convention arbitration and ad hoc arbitration; 
arbitration in other institutions 
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Why ISDS reform

The ongoing ISDS reform has a clear and strong focus 
on ISA, while less attention are paid to other alternatives.

• Long time and high costs of existing arbitration

• Procedural preference for investors (states can hardly get 
involved except as respondent)

• Insufficient to public interest protection by  states

• Arbitrators’ impartiality and independence (double hatting, 
monopolization of ISA cases by only a small group)

• No effective way for corrective awards

The ongoing ISDS reform process

• UNCITRAL WGIII process

• ICSID Rules amendment 4th round

• Other institutional and EU, state positions
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UNCITRAL WGIII
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The orientation for ISDS reform 

• Incremental: mechanical orientation: stress the procedural 
defects of ISA, trying to fix the defects of the system, 
without substantially change it. E.g. improve the process, 
such as shorten the length of arbitration, limit the amount of 
arbitration.

• Reforming: governance orientation: stress the systematic 
defects of ISA, trying to for change this system for better 
global investment governance, balancing the rights and 
obligations between states and investors, enhance the rule 
of law feature, e.g. greater transparency, third-party 
participation etc.  

• Appeal stands in the middle. Notably, a number of countries 
have shown an interest in AB for ISDS, such as China and 
the EU. Even the U.S. does not exclude appeal in its Model 
BITs.
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UNCITRAL summary of reform elements
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UNCITRAL WG 3 - reform elements in state submissions

• Set up a multilateral advisory center

• Set up a multilateral appeal system or body (similar to WTO AB)

• Set up an independent multilateral investment court (1st and 2nd tier)

• Improve challenge arbitrators rules

• Enhance code of conducts for arbitrators

• Contracting states’ control of ISA (e.g. joint interpretation)

• Enhance state participation in ISA

• Providing alternatives (conciliation, negotiation etc.)

• Requirement of local remedies inserted

• Improve early dismissal rules

• Improve parallel procedures, reflective claims and counterclaims

• Improve fast-track arbitration procedures

• Arbitration cost sharing and security

• Improve efficiency for cost

• Third party funding issues



A analytical framework for arbitral appeal system

Only around 30 IIAs include appeal, but none in practice

• Conceptual: Is arbitration final? What is domestic law and 
treaties deal with the finality of awards?  

• What is the legal framework of your country with regard to
the corrective mechanism of arbitral awards (domestic law
and New York Convention)?

How to design the appeal mechanism?

• Jurisdiction: what disputes can be submitted to appeal?

• How adjudicators should be appointed?

• How the working procedure of appeal should be designed?

• How to enforce the appeal decision?

• How to link arbitration with appeal?
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Existing examples: EU’s Investment Court Proposal

Some countries have already made appeal possible in 
treaties. EU establishes bilateral investment “court” system 
(remain called as tribunal) in some treaties, not truly working. 

First instance: a court consisting of judges nominated states 
only. (8.27)

Second instance: an appellate tribunal (members appointed 
by CETA Joint Committee)(8.28)

MIC: envisaging the establishment of a multilateral 
investment tribunal and appellate mechanism (8.29), and 
transfer of jurisdiction and arrangements for transfer

The MIC book (Marc Bungenburg and August Reinisch). 
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Existing examples: BAC Investment Arbitration Rules

• BAC is the first arbitration institution in the world to have a 
set of specialized appeal rules for investment arbitration (1 
Oct. 2019), Annex 5. 

• Jurisdiction: cover broad issues, including error in 
application of law; procedural irregularity; and 

• Adjudicators: the same as arbitrators, but must be chosen 
from the list of arbitrators, stress knowledge in public 
international law 

• Procedures: arbitration procedures may be applied, but 
under stricter time restraint 

• Decision: must be one of three results 
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Guiding principles for appeal designing 

Connectivity: how to reconcile potential conflicts with (1) 
existing enforcing mechanisms, e.g. the NYC grounds for 
review and (2)with the first instance arbitration?

Practability: (1) will the appeal substantively prolong the time 
of arbitration and raise the costs? (2) at your jurisdiction, how 
will an appeal be in conflict with your domestic laws (such as 
the finality and binding force of award)?

Possibility: (1) consider other alternatives of ISDS, especially 
the court system? (2) how to reconcile your negotiation with 
major countries in the future (EU, China etc); (3) how will your 
country revise laws and BITs to accommodate the appeal 
system; (4) a regional review center possible?

Transfer: if a court system is selected, make transfer 
arrangement for jurisdiction and procedures? IIA-making. 
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Professor and Founding Director 
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